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ABSTRACT

MFTF-a+T is a DT upgrade option of the Tandem
Mirror Fusion Test Facility (HFTF-B) to study
better plasma performance, and test tritium
breeding blankets In an actual fusion reactor
environment. The central cell Insert,
designated DT axlcell, has a 2-MH/a2 neutron
wall loading at the first vail for blanket
testing. This upgrade is completely shielded
to protect the reactor components, the
workers, and the general public from the
radiation environment during operation and
after shutdown. The shield design for this
upgrade Is the subject of this paper Including
the design criteria and the tradeoff studies
Co reduce the shield cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

A DT upgrade option, designated MFTF-a+T,
has been studied for the Tandem Mirror Fusion
Test Facility (MFTF-B)1'2 which is under con-
struction at the Lawrence Livernore Labora-
tory. The upgrade provides a testing bed for
the fusion blankets In the DT axlcel?. with a
2-MW/n2 neutron wall loading at the first
wall. The availability goal Is 10Z with one
to ten hours Individual runs. These operating
conditions provide an excellent envlronaent
for testing liquid metal blankets and magnet
materials, as well as a United testing for
solid breeder blankets. A shielding system
for MFTF-a+T was developed to attenuate the
neutron and photon leakage Intensities from
the outer shield surfaces to an acceptable
level during operation. This attenuation
ensures that a) the different reactor compo-
nents are protected fro* radiation damage and
excessive nuclear heating, b) Che neutron
reaction rates In the reactor components out-
side the shielding system are reduced to avoid
high activation levels In the reactor build-
ing, and c) the workers and the public are
protected from radiation exposure. Another
shield function ts to attenuate the decay
gamna rays so Chat workers are permitted
access to the reactor hall one diy after
shutdown with all shields In place.

The materials for the shielding aysteo
were selected based upon tradeoff studies and
the results from the previous design stud-
ies.3"6 Cost, resource availability, and per-
formance were considered In the selection
process. The reference shielding materials
are water, concrete, and steel balls (Fel422
or mtronlc 33). A small amount of boron car-
bide is used as a neutron absorber to reduce
the activation and nuclear heating In the
reactor components and structural material*.
A density factor of 0.7 la considered for the
boron carbide to avoid the fabrication cost
required to obtain a high density material.
Also, a smal). layer of lead la used as a gamma
ray attenuator at the outermost surfaces of
the shield to reduce the biological dose In
the reactor building. The low concentration
of nickel motivated the use of Fel422 and
Nitronlc 33 steel alloys. Low nickel concen-
tration reduces the production of long-lived
Isotopes, the biological dose after shutdown
in the reactor hall and the steel cost.

A description of the reference shielding
system, Including design criteria, design
analyses, and tradeoff studies for each
shielding component are presented In this
paper.

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

In order to define the different compo-
nents In the shielding system, Che reactor
vessel was divided into five zones In Che
axial direction as shown In Fig. 1. For each
zone, a tradeoff study waa carried out Co
optimize the shield design, satisfy Che design
requirements, and reduce the shield cose
through che use ot \ow cose options. This
methodology la essential co perform the analy-
sis since Che neutron source, che reactor j«o-
neCry, and Che reaccor components vary In the
axial dlreccion. The first zone has a cccc
blanket module including Che normal copper
coll of Che DT axlcell with a 2-Mtf/m2 DT neu-
tron wall loading at Che 25-co first <WB11
radius. The seeend zone has a steel fclanktt
and a neucron wall loading almllar to the t«sC
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Fig. 1. MFTF-a+T coll configuration and

shield zoning.

module. In the third zone, the DT axlcell
choke coll reduces the neutron source strength
from 1.4xlO16 to 1.75xlO15 DT-neutron/cra-s.
The fourth zone has the central cell solenoids
and the central cell choke coils with a 0.14
MW/m2 DT neutron wall loading st the 45 cm
first wall radius. The fifth zone Includes
the end cells.

Two shielding criteria were adopted for
the design: a) workers are permitted In the
reactor hall one day after shutdown, and b)
magnets are required to function during the
reactor life without change in their per-
formance.

The personnel access to the reactor hall
one day after shutdown requires the satisfac-
tion of regulations pertaining to occupational
exposure. The regulations •" Halt the occu-
pational dose to 5 reo/y "1th a maximum of 3
reo/quarter. Occupational exposure based on
working 8 h per day and 40 h per week is 2.5
rarem/h. However, the current practice In the
nuclear Industry, the exposure policy of the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) are to reduce
radiation exposures as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA). Specifically, for facili-
ties being designed, an exposure level less
than one-fifth of the naxluua permissible dose
equivalent should be used as a design objec-
tive according to the DOE policy. A 1.0 rem/y
CO.5 tarem/h) In the reactor hall one day after
shutdown Is the design criterion for this
study.

The magnet shields were designed to keep
the aagnet performance without change during
the lifetime of the upgrade, 2-MW-y/»z Inte-
grated DT neutron wall loading at the first
wall. Therefore, Che shielding ay«ten must
provide adequate protection for the different
components of the magnets from radiation
damage and excessive nuclear heating. For
superconductor Materials, fast neutron (E>0.1
MeV) Irradiation reduces Che crlctcal current
density (Jc) «

n d the crtdcal temperature
(T ) . For HbTl superconductors It has been

shown that Jc Is decreased by - 1OZ at 4x10?':
n/ca2 fluence while T c ie unchanged.9'10

Irradiation experiments at RTNS-II11 on HbTl
,C3O superconductors show consistency with previous

results. On the ether hand, J£ of Nb-jSn
generally Increases, reaching a aaxiuua, and
then decreases as the neutron fluence Qln-
creases.12 Irradiation experiments at 6*K9»10

with a maximum fast neutron fluence of 4x10 8

n/cra2 show that the naxlauo value and Che
Increased rate of Jc increase with the nag—
netlc field. At a magnetic field of 5T, the
6*K experiment resulted In a 16Z Increase in
Jc after 2xlO18 n/cm2 without reaching a
peak. At higher temperatures (- 350*K), irra-
diation experiments show the sane behavior for
Jc. However, the Jc peak was lower than the
corresponding value at lower temperature for
the sane magnetic field. For example, the
35O°K irradiation gave an 8Z increase corre-
sponding to Che 16Z mentioned before at 6*K.
Other experiments at 400*K with 1CT field5

the room temperature and the 6*K irradiation
results, and the maximum field of ~ 11T; a
neutron fluence above 1 0 " n/cm2 can be
achieved In tft̂ Sn without a decrease In the
critical current density.

The stabilizer materials carry the cur-
rent in the event that the superconductor
temporarily becomes resistive. The coll is
designed to remove Che generated heat so that
the nornal region does not propsgaCe. The
resistance of the stabilizer Is the aosc
Important consideration for this process. The
total resistivity, p, of the copper stabilizer
can be described as the sum of three compo-
nents: the Initial resistivity, p „ the
magneto-resistivity, p , Che irradiation" in-

duced resistivity, P
p

Magneto-resistance
Is a function of p , p, , and the magnetic
field which complicates fine evaluation of p.
Few experimental studies1l«'*~18 have been
done on the change of copper resistivity as a
function of field, neutron fluence, »nd nunber
of cycles of alternate neutron irradiation
(4*K) and annealing (300*K). The change in
the copper resistivity can be accommodated by
using more copper stabilizer which Increases
the thickness of the colls, can be partially
annealed out by warming the colls, or can be
reduced by improving Che shielding performance
(increase shielding thickness or better mate-
rials}. The reference design Halts the aaxi-
mua Irradiation Induced resistivity to about
5x10"° 8>ca in Che copper stabilizer at the
end of life.

The most sensitive component in Che coils
is Che lnsulscor nattrial because the radia-
tion damage Is irreversible and Halts Che
operating life of the colls. The properties



of interest for the coll designs are the elec-
trical resistivity, dielectric strength, mech-
anical strength, and thernal Insulation.
Experimental resultsl"-21 f r o B neutron Irradi-
ation at S*K suggests chat polyimides can
withstand a radiation dose of 10*° rada and
retain high resistivity and aechanlcal
strength. Glass cloth reinforced epoxy type
GIO-CR or Gll-CR shows a serious degradation
at 2xio" rads. The reference design assumes a
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1010 rads maximum tolerable dose in the Insu-
lator material at the end of life.

The nuclear energy deposited In the colls
impacts the refrigeration power required since
about 500-watta of electrical power Is con-
sumed to remove one watt at 4*K. This lot/
removal efficiency calls for ulnlalzlng the
nuclear energy deposited in the colls.

The transport calculations were performed
using the discrete ordlnate code ANISN22 with
Sg symmetric angular quadrature set and P-j
legendre expansion for the scattering cross
sections. A 67-multlgroup cross section set
(46-neutrons and 21-photons) collapsed from
the CTR23 library was used for ANISN calcula-
tions. The MACKLIB24 was employed to calcu-
late the nuclear response functions (nuclear
heating, radiation damage, gas production,
etc.). For radioactivity and dose equivalent
after shutdown, the calculations follow the
ANISN--DKR2'-ANISN path. The /JJISN code was
first used to obtain the steady state neutron
fluxes In each Interval of the geometry.
These flux values, after normalization for the
proper wall loading, were usef. by the DKK code
to generate the decay gamma source distribu-
tions. Decay gamma transport calculations
were then performed with the ANISN code to
obtain the dose equivalent for specific oper-
ating and decay time intervals.

III. DT AXICELL WITH BLANKET TEST MODULE

The DT axlcell was designed for nuclear
testing with 2-MW/m2 DT neutron wall loading
at the first wall. Table 1 gives the blanket
test module and shield parameters in the radi-
al direction including the CSO copper coll
parameters. The blanket has a lithium lead
breeder with 9CZ llthlum-6 enrichment. Type
316 stainless steel Is the structural and
reflector material. The dimensions and Che
compositions are based on the detailed analy-
sis performed for the blanket comparison «nd
selection study.26 The breeding zone thick-
ness Is 40 cm Including 1 cm first wall. The
reflector zone 1« 20 cm thick and use* lithium
lead as a coolant. The reference design ha* a
water-concrete shield behind the blanket to
satisfy the 0.5 mrem/h dose Halt one d!ay
after shutdown. Table 2 give* the radiation
response parameter* in Che lithium l«ad blan-
ket baaed on 2-HW/a* DT neutron wall loading
and 2-HB-y/a2 DT neutron exposure at the
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I0Z 17Ll«3Pb. 80Z type 316 steel .
101 vacuus)
901 H,0. 101 'elt22 ateel
801 i.C*. 101 D,O.
101 relt22 steel
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1001 type 304 steel
651 Co, 35Z H,0. SZ Insulator
1001 type 304 steel
80Z B,C*. 10Z H,0.
10Z rel«22 steel
1001 to
100Z concrete
90Z I.C. 10Z Fel«2 steel
lOOt Fb

* A O.7 den.-ty factor la • » « < for I.C.
Concrete ahlcld chlckneaa w«a varied in the enalyals.

first wall. The energy miltlplicatlon factor
of this blanket 1* 1.18 with 1.28 triton
produced per DT neutron In the blanket. At 2
KW-y/ra2 neutron exposure to the first wall,
the maximum atomic displacement and the faat
neutron fluence (E>0.1" MeV) in the ,tvpe 316
stainless steel are 24.1 dpa and 3x10 n/cm2,
respectively.

The heat load In the CSO is 11 W/ca of
the coll length in the axial direction which
can be cooled without difficulty. However,
the maximum radiation dose in the electrical
Insulator It: 6X1011 rads which exceeds the
radiation limits for the polyimldes. This
high radiation dose can be accommodated by one
of the following design adjustments: a)
replace the lithium lead breeder blanket in
front of the' coll by shielding material, b)
use ceramic Insulator which accommodates high
neutron fluencek or c) Increase the Inner
radius of the coll by 28 cm to allow for ade-
quate shielding.

Two options are considered to chield the
test module. The first option consists of
steel (Fel422 or Nlcronlc 33) as a basic
shielding material, boron carbide as a neutron
absorber, and lead at the outermost surface of
the shield to attenuate the decay gamma
rays. The aecond option has an ordinary con-
crete instead of the steel to reduce the cost
and the radioactive inventory in the shield.
For Che second option, the uxlaua nuclear
heating in the concrete material is Halted Co
1 aV/ca* to protect the concrete against loss
of water and temperature effect*. The use of
concrete behind the Uthiua lead test blanket
results in a maximum heat load of - 0.4 W/ca*
which iv unacceptable. A* a result of this
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TABLE 2. RADIATION RESPONSE PARAMETERS IN THE LITHIUM LEAD TEST BLANKET AMD THE CSO
COIL BASED ON 2 HW/a2 DT NEUTRON WALL LOADING AND 2 MW.y/tt2 DT NEUTRON
EXPOSURE AT THE FIRST WALL

Nuclear heating In the first wall, W/cm3

Fast neutron fluence In the first wall, n/cra2

Atonic dlaploceaent In the first wall, dpa
•faxlnua nuclear heating in the l7L183Pb breeder, W/cm3

Total nuclear heating per fusion neutron In the blanket, MeV
Tritium production rate per fusion neutron In the blanket
Maximum fast neutron fluence In the winding pack, n/cm2

laxlmum nuclear heating In the coll case, U/cm
Maximum nuclear heating In the winding pack, W/cm3

Total nuclear heating in the coll case, W/cm
Total nuclear heating In the winding pack, W/co
Maximum radiation dose in the electrical Insulator, rads

15.50
3.01x10"

24.1
15.40
16.60

.28
68xl0Z0

39x10
6.64x10"*
7.07xl02

3.88xlO3

8.73xlOU

TABLE 5. SHIELD DIMENSIONS AND COMPOSITION TO* THE
OIKFEKBNT SHIELO OPTIONS
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Fig. 2. Dose equivalent one day after »hut-
down as a function of the conblned blanket and
shield thickness.



high heat load at the concrete surface, an-
other shielding section was Introduced behind
the llthlura lead test blanket to protect the
concrete froa the excessive nuclear heating.
The analysis 3hows that a shield section of AS
cm reduces Che maximum nuclear heating In the
ordinary concrete to 0.2 mW/cn .

The analyses of these shield options were
performed to determine the total shield thick-
nesses based on the 0.5 ntren/h dose equivalent
criterion one day after shutdown. Figure 2
shows the dose equivalent one day after shut-
down as a function of the combined blanket and
shield thickness. The steel shield requires a
148 co combined blanket and shield thickness
to achieve the required doae level. The con-
crete shield with copper coll requires a 37-cm
additional shield thickness to get the same
dose level. For the shield without the CSO
copper coll, the combined blanket and shield
thickness Is 203 cm Instead of 185 ca which Is
the reference shield thickness.

IV. DT AXICELL WITHOUT BLANKET TEST MODULE

The section between the blanket test
module and the 12-T choke coll of the DT
axicell Is dedicated to capsule type tests.
Several shielding options are considered for
this section with different combinations of
materials. Table 3 lists the dimensions and
the compositions used In the analysis for
these options. The first tiro options consist
of one basic shielding material, boron carbide
as a neutron absorber, and lead at the
outermost surface of the shield to attenuate
the decay gamma rays. The other two shielding
options utilize two basic materials. The
water section in the water-concrete shield
reduces the maximum nuclear heating- in the
concrete to less than 1 mW/ca . Figure 3
shows the neutron flux as s function of the
shield thickness for these options. The
thickness required for the steel shield Is
about two thirds of that for the water shield
to achieve the sane neutron flux level. For a
240 en thick shield, the water shield reduces
the total neutron flux an order of magnitude
less than the water-concrete shield. However,
the neutron spectra are different. For exam-
ple, the 14 MeV neutron flux from the water
shield Is a factor of two higher than the
corresponding value from the water-concrete
shield. The difference In the attenuation of
the high energy neutrons is a key factor for
deceralnlng the required shield thickness
based on the dose equivalent requirement and
the radioactivity level In the reactor com-
ponents outside the shield. The dose «naly«l«
shows that the shield thickness required for
0.5 arem/h Is -» 236 ca for the water and
water-concrete shield. At this thickness, the
neutron flux at the outer surface of the water
shield Is a factor of four lowec than the cor-
responding value from the water-concrete
shield.
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Fig. 3. Neutron flux at the outer shield sur-
face as a function of the shield thickness for
the different shielding options based on 2
MW/m2 DT neutron wall loading at the first
wall.

The atael balls-concrete shield reduces
the required shield thickness without Impact
on the shield cost. This option has a large
steel fraction to Improve the attenuation
characteristics which reduces the required
shield thickness. One diameter steel balls (1
to 2 cm) In a water tank has a composition of
~ 60Z steel and iOX water by volume which is
close to the optimum shield composition of
~ 80S steel and 20Z water. The steel balls
are located In the front section of the shield
for benefiting from the high inelastic cross
section of the steel for the high energy neu-
trons, and alnlalzlng the volume of the
steel. The use of steel balls-concrete shield
results In better attenuation characteristics
relative to the water and the wster-ccncrete
shield as shown In Fig. 3.

The steel balls zone thickness Is ad-
Justed to achieve the 0.5 mrem/h dose equiva-
lent after one day from shutdown and have the
sane outer sMeld radius In both sections of
the DT axicell. The outer shield radius is
230 ca as defined in the DT axicell design
with blanket test aodule, to facilitate the
mechanical design of the shield systea. The
analysis results in a 60 ca zone thickness of
steel balls and the rest It similar Co the
shield In the first section of the DT axicell.

V. CHOICE COIL OF THE DT AX [CELL

The choke coll of the DT axicell consist*
of two colls CC1 and CS1. The CC1 coll la
noraal copper coll with a 13 u inner radius
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case. The snail radius of the copper coll
Increases the neutron wall loading by a factor
of 25/13 which results In a high heat load for
this coll. The maximum nuclear heating In Che
coil case and the winding pack are 45 and 33
W/cm\ respectively. The CC1 coll heat load
Is 4.8 x 104 W/cm of the coll length. The
Integrated heat load over the coll volume Is
1.8 MW/coll assuming a constant neutron wall
loading. The maximum fast neutron fluence In
Che Insulator Is l.66xlO22 n/cm2 (~6xlO13

rads) which does not cause difficulty for
ceramic Insulator materials (HgAl2O4 for
example).

The CS1 superconductor coll receives
radiation leakage from the bulk shield of the
central cell at the Inner surface and the duct
shield of the neutral beams at the side sur-
face of the coll. The shield analysis treats
Che radiation source on both sides of the coll
case to define the radiation response In this
coll.

The CS1 coll configuration allows an 80
cm of shielding materials between Che first
wall and Che coll case to protect the coll
from excessive heat and radiation damage. The
radiation response parameters In the CS1 coll
were calculated for different Fel422 steel
concentrations In the shield. Two Fel422
concentrations were used to represent the
steel balls shield concept and the optimum
steel shield composition.4 The decrease In
the steel fraction from 0.8 to 0.6 In the
shield Increases Che radiation response
parameters In the CS1 coll by a factor of
two. However, the shield with 0.6 steel frac-
tion gives a satisfactory performance with
respect to the design criteria for the coll as
shown In Table 4. The maximum dose In the
electrical Insulator, Che maximum nuclear
heating In Che winding pack are 7.7x10 rads
and 0.50 toW/cn , respectively.

Radiation streaming through Che neutral
beam duccs has a large impact on the perform-
ance of the CS1 coll. The current configura-
tion for the DT axtcell design permits only 20
cm of shielding materials between Che beam
duct and the CSl coll. Therefore, It Is
Important to calculate the radiation leakage
through the duct shield Co determine the
effects on Che CSl coll. The shield analysis
Is simplified by using an approximate
approach2 to calculate the neutron source In
the duct. This source Is used In one dimen-
sional calculations to get the radiation
response In the CSl coll shown In Table 4.
The steel shield composition Is 90Z steel and
LOS H3O. The aaxltaum radiation paraaetern due
to the duct stressing with the 20 ca of shield
are 3 to 4 clues Che corresponding values from
Che leakage through the DT axlcell shield as
shown In Table 4 except for nuclear heating.
However, all the radiation response parsaeCers

TA1LK * . MDIATIUN RESPONSE PJMUMETCKS IN THE CSl COIL
DUE TO RAOIATlON LEAKAGE THROUGH TOE DT AxiCELI.
SHIELD AKO TH£ DUCT 'SHIELD 1ASKD ON 2-HW/«2 0 T -
NEUTtOH WALL LOADING AKO Z-W.ffm1 0T KELrtP.OK
EXFOSUXE AT THE f IKST WALL

Parameter

Maxlaus atomic dlsplaceaen
In the copper stabilizer.

MailBUB nuclear heating In

the coll caae, U/cmr

laxiaua nuclear heating In

the winding pack, V/c*i~

Total nuclear heating In

the colL caae, U / C H

Total nuclear heating In

the winding pack, U/cm

c
dpa

2

2

1

5

2

4

Inner
Surface

.?W

.22«IO"'

le.io"3

04.10"'

38

47

J2.108

Side
Surface

?.19«IO17

,..,.10"

1.64.10"4

8.85«1O"'

1.03

4.06

2.18«I09

In Che CSl coll satisfy the design criteria
for the superconductor colls.

VI. CENTRAL CELL SHIELD AND SOLENOIDS

The DT neutron wall loading In the cen-
Cral cell Is 0.14 MW/o? at the 45-cm first
wall radius. The central cell shield was
designed to achieve the dose equivalent and
protect the ten superconducting solenoids from
radiations. Also, the outer shield radius Is
constrained (I.e., Che shield thickness) to
flC Inside Che exlsclng solenoids of MFTF-B.
The outer radius of the shield Is 220 cm. The
first three shielding options listed In Table
3 were considered for Che central cell
shield. The vacer shield shows that the
neuCron flux ac the 175-ca shield thickness,
Che 220-cm ouCer radius,, Is 150 does Che
desired value for che dose criterion. Also,
Che same thickness from the water—concrete
shield Is not adequate to achieve the required
dose equivalent. The steel shield requires
117 en to satisfy the dose criterion buC It Is
a costly option. Therefore, the steel balls-
water shield was considered to benefit from
the good attenuation characteristics of the
steel and reduce che cose of the shield.
Table 5 gives Che shield parameters for the
cencral cell shield. The 80 cm steel balls
zone thickness gives a neutron flux value of
1.8 x 10S n/cm2.s which Is ~ 0.3 the desired
value for the dose criterion. Therefore, the
steel balls zone thickness can be reduced to
50-ca with 125-cn water zone thickness to
lower the cost of the shield and still satisfy
the dose criterion.

the radiation response parameters In che
solenoids based on Che central cell shield
shown In Table 5 m;t about four order of



TABLE 5. SHIELD PARAMETERS FOR THE CENTRAL CELL

Region
Description

Plasma
First wall
Water-steel
Water
Boron
Lead

Radius (cm)
From

0
45
46
125
210
215

To

45
46
125
210
215
220

Region Composition
Percentage by Volume

Vacuum
50Z H20, 50Z Fel422
401 H20, 60Z Fel422
90Z H20, 10Z Fei422
90Z B4C

a, 10Z Fel422
100Z lead

B4c has a 0.7 density factor.

TABLE 6. THE 1ST CHOKE COIL GE1HETRY MODEL

R.glon
Description

Plasma
Steel case
Copper winding

Steel case
Cap
Steel case
Superconductor
winding
Steel case

Radius
From

0
12
14

39
42
50
52

177

.0

.0

.5

.5

.0

.0

.5

.5

(cm)
To

12
14
39

42
50
52
177

180

.0

.5

.5

.0

.0

.5

.5

.0

Region Composition
Percentage by Volume

Vacuum
100X type 304 steel
60Z Cu, 35Z H20,
5Z insulator
100Z type 304 steel
Vacuum
100Z type 304 steel
65Z Cu, 18Z Insulator
20Z vacuum
100Z type 304 steel

magnitude below the leslgn criteria. In fact,
this extra protection for these colls Is
defaulted from the dose equivalent criterion
which requires very low neutron flux leakage
from the outer shield surface relative to the
superconductor coll requirements.

The 18-T choke (CC1) coll of the central
cell has a hybrid design (noraal copper and
superconductor) with a 12-cm Inner radius.
The maximum neutron source strength along the
coll axis Is 1015 n/cm.s. Table 6 gives the
CC1 coll geometry used In the analysis. The
coll has an 6 cm gap between the two sections
of the coll for thermal Insulation. Table 7
gives the radiation response parameters In
both sections of the CC2 coll. The maximum
dose In the Insulator material of the copper
section Is ~ 5xl012 rads which satisfy the
design criterion for ceramic lnsulatorn.
Also, the naxlaum nuclear heating In the coll
case of the copper section Is - 3 V/car which
can be cooled without difficulty. In the
superconductor section of the coll, the Insu-
lator done and the neutron fluence In the
superconductor material exceed the design
limits. In addition, the maximm nuclear
heating In the coll caie Is ~ 46 aW/ca3 which
require* special design to cool the supercon-
ductor coll. In order to satisfy the design

criteria for the superconductor section of
this coil, the thickness nf the copper section
should be extended from 25 to 35 en or utilize
other shielding materials to reduce the radi-
ation leakage to the superconductor section.

VII. END CELL SHIELD AND COILS

The end cell analysis given In this sec-
tion is based on simple one dimensional trans-
port calculations to define the shield thick-
nesses and the nuclear responses In the dif-
ferent colls approximately. The neutron
source strength In the end cell has a maximum
value of 5 x 10 ̂ n/ca.s which Is correspond-
ing to 4.3 x 10~3 MW/n2 neutron wall baaed on
the plasma shape at this location. The end
cell configuration at this location Halts the
shield thlcknes3 between the coils and the
plasma to ~ 10-cra, Table 8 gives the maximum
radiation response In the Cee colis for two
shield thicknesses with 90Z Fel422 and 10Z H,0
composition. The results show that the maxi-
mum dose In the Insulator and the maximum nuc-
lear heating In the winding pack are 10 1 0 rads
and 4 mW/ca , respectively. These responses
satisfy the design criteria. However, the
neutron fluence In the superconductor exceeds
the design criteria by an order of oagnl-
tude. Increasing the shield thickness to 15
cm reduces the neutron fluence In the super-
conductor to,2.6x10'^ n/cm.s as shown in Table
8. Also, the use of a tungsten shield at such
location can accomplish a similar effect. It
should be noted that this analysis does not
consider the radiation streaming from the
central cell. In this design, the streaming
Is expected to have a small Impact on the
maxlaum responses In Table 8.

The biological shield of the end cell has
been evolved from a strong desire to reduce
the cost, the radioactivity inventory, and the
weight of the shield. Therefore, the water
shield option was considered as shown In Table
9 Including the 10 ca steel shield for the Cee
colls. The vater shield thickness Is varied
and the resulted flux at the outer shield
surface was examined. The total shield thick-
ness required to satisfy the dose criterion Is
136 ca assuming no radiation streaming froa
the central cell. However, the total shield
thickness Is Increased to 150 cm to account
for uncertainties In the analysis. This
Increase In the shield thickness Is corre-
sponding to • factor of four less neutron flux
at the outer surface of the shield.

The last coll In the end cell, DC coll.
Is carried over froa MFTF-B with • &<•• Halt
of 10° rads for the electrical Insulator. The
radiation dose to this coll results team cen-
tral cell neutrons •trcaaing Into the end cell
which Is 2 x 10* rsds. This daaag* In baaed
on th« DT neutrons with direct eight to the
coll surface. The DT neutron wall loading Is



TABLE 7. RADIATION RESPONSE PARAMETERS IN THE CC2 BASED ON 1O15

DT NEUTRON/cra.s AND 3.16 x 10? SEC OF OPERATION

Maximum nuclear heating In Che copper section, W/cm3

coll case
winding pack

Maximum nuclear heating in the superconductor section, W/cm3

coll case
winding pack

Maximum heat load In the copper section, W/cm
coll case
winding pack

Maximum heat load in the superconductor section, W/cm
coll case
winding pack

Maximum neutron fluence In the copper winding, n/cm2

E > 0.1 MeV
E > 0.0 MeV

Maximum neutron fluence In the superconductor winding, n/cm2

E > 0.1 MeV
£ > 0.0 MeV

Maximum atomic displacement in the copper stabilizer, dpa
Maximum Insulator dose in the copper section, rads
Maximum Insulator dose In the superconductor section, rads

3
2

4
2

6
2

3
1

1
1

1.
3.
1.
4.
4.

.38

.32

.55 x

.67 x

65 x
.65 x

24 x
08 x

21 x
77 x

77 x
13 x
52 x
71 x
86 x

1

lO"2

10-2

102

103

101

102

1021

1021

10 1 9

10 1 9

10 1 2

10 1 0

TABLE 8. MAXIMUM RADIATION RESPONSE PARAMETERS IN THE END CELL Cee COILS BASED ON
4.3xlO"3 MU/m2 DT NEUTRON WALL LOADING and 4.3 x 10"3 MWy/n 2 DT NEUTRON
EXPOSURE AT THE SHIELD SURFACE

Shield thickness, cm
Maximum fast neutron fluence In the winding pack
Maxlmuu atomic displacement, dpa
Maximum nuclear heating in the coll case, W/cn3

Maximum nuclear heating in the winding pack, W/cm3

Maxlnua radiation dose in the electrical Insulator, rads

10
9.74 x 10 1 8

3.16 x 10'3

9.69 x 10"3

4.14 x 10~3

2.58 x 101!?
1.61 x 10"3

5.27 x 10"3

2.31 x 10-3
9.67 x 109 5.06 x 109

TABLE 9. SHIELD PARAMETERS FOR THE END CELL

Region
Description

Plasma
Steel
Gap
Water*
Boron
Lead

Radius (cm)
From

0
10
20

250
380
385

To

10
20

250
380
385
390

Region CompositIon
Percentage by Volume

Vacuua
90Z steel, 10Z HjO
Vacuua
90Z H20. 10X Fel422
90Z B.C5, 10Z Fel422
100Z Fb

aThe water shield thickness is varied In the
analysis.
bB4C has a 0.7 density factor.

8.6xlO"5 MW/n2 on the coll surface perpendic-
ular to the central cell axis. Therefore, a
shadow shield Is required Co reduce the radi-
ation dose. The dose In the electrical
Insulator with 20-cn of steel shield la
reduced to ~ 9x10 rads.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The KFTF-a+T shielding system was
developed Co satisfy the design criteria and
reduce the capital cost as low as possible.
These design criteria adopted for the upgrade
are: •) the different reactor components are
protected from radiation damage and excessive
nuclear heating, b) the workers and the public
are protected from radiation exposure, and c)
the workers are permitted access to the reac-
tor hall one day after shutdown with all
shields in place.

Low cost shielding options have been
employed for the upgrade to function with the
existing colls froa MFTF-B configuration.
Water and concrete are the nain shielding
material* for the DT axlcell. Steel balls-
water option Is Che shield for the central
cell to satisfy the dose equivalent and pro-
tect Che central cell solenoids. The end
cells have wacer shield options outside the
Cee coils. These choices for the shielding
aystea help tn reducing the capital cost and
facilitate the aslntenanc*.
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